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ABSTRACT: In this article, the authors theoretically and experimentally
investigated ways to improve the efficiency of porous silicon (PS)-based optical
microcavity sensors as a 1D/2D host matrix for electronic tongue/nose systems. The
transfer matrix method was used to compute reflectance spectra of structures with
different [nL nH] sets of low nL and high nH bilayer refractive indexes, the cavity
position λc, and the number of bilayers Nbi. Sensor structures were prepared by
electrochemically etching a silicon wafer. The kinetics of adsorption/desorption
processes of ethanol−water-based solution was monitored in real time with a
reflectivity probe-based setup. It was theoretically and experimentally demonstrated
that the sensitivity of the microcavity sensor is higher for structures with refractive
indexes in the lower range (and the corresponding porosity values in the upper
range). The sensitivity is also improved for structures with the optical cavity mode
(λc) adjusted toward longer wavelengths. The sensitivity of a distributed Bragg
reflector (DBR) with cavity increases for a structure with cavity position λc in the long wavelength region. The full width at half
maximum (fwhmc) of the microcavity is smaller and the quality factor of microcavity (Qc) is higher for the DBR with a larger
number of structure layers Nbi. The experimental results are in good agreement with the simulated data. We believe that our results
can help in developing rapid, sensitive, and reversible electronic tongue/nose sensing devices based on a PS host matrix.

1. INTRODUCTION
The rapid increase in human population and consumption, the
development of new territories for agriculture, the buildup of
industries, and the elevated pressure from pandemics in the
world call for rapid progress in monitoring devices to control
the pollution of the environment, use of medicines, quality of
products of consumption, medical safety, and presence of toxic,
explosive, and drug substances. These global challenges require
cheap but efficient sensors and sensor systems, mass
production of low-cost technologies, and materials in both
industrialized and developing countries.
One of the promising materials for sensing applications is

porous silicon (PS).1 PS has a sponge-like structure with a high
surface-to-volume ratio.2 Adsorption of analyte molecules on
pore walls changes the optical and electrical properties of PS
used for sensor applications.3 The cheap and technologically
simple process of electrochemical anodization4 allows us to
control the morphology, size, and distribution of pores that
authorize fabricating both single-layer- and multilayer-based
sensor structures.5 Optical, electrical, and impedance methods6

are widely used for the characterization of PS sensors. Optical
methods, such as fast methods of sensor response detection,
have been mainly used for multilayer structures like Fabry−
Perot filters,7 Bragg reflectors,8 optical microcavities,9 and
surface gratings.10,11

Photonic crystals (PCs) are periodic dielectric nanomaterials
affecting the propagation characteristics of light.12 The

propagation of certain wavelengths of light is forbidden in
these artificial materials due to the photonic band gaps (PBGs)
that originate from the periodic modulation of the dielectric
medium. Although many efforts have been paid to design and
develop ordered two- and three-dimensional structures, one-
dimensional (1D) PCs, also known as Bragg mirrors (BMs),
consisting of layered alternating materials with different
refractive indices along one direction, have attracted great
attention because of their simple structure, high reflectivity,
convenient fabrication process, and relatively easy prediction of
their optical properties. Bright and high-saturation color
appears when the PBG is located in the visible region, which
makes these structures good candidates for applications such as
highly efficient reflectors,13 chemical/physical sensors,14,15 and
dynamic color displays.16 When combined with porous
materials, 1D PCs have unique optical properties that can be
exploited to engineer smart devices. The optical properties of
PS PBG devices are extremely sensitive to small changes of
refractive index in the porous layers.17 Therefore, adsorption of
analyte molecules within the structure alters the effective
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refractive index, thus affecting the distributed Bragg reflector
(DBR) sensor parameters such as the spectral position,
intensity, and width of the PBGs.18

PS microcavities, on the other hand, provide the opportunity
to sharpen the broad spectral response of DBRs. The
geometrical structure of the microcavity consists of two
parallel mirrors separated by a spacer layer with an optical
thickness of λ or λ/219 to display a single photon mode. The
reflectivity spectrum is defined as a narrow transmission line
centered between two highly reflecting bands. Microcavities
can be exploited to enhance and amplify fluorescence or
luminescence,20 filter and narrow the emission signal of both
the porous matrix and implanted nanoparticles, and as a result
reduce the analyte volume and analysis time.21 To further
increase the sensitivity and detectability, complex refractive
index profiles have been engineered. For instance, several
anodization schemes of refractive index profiles are used to
decrease the effect of side interference peaks.22

An optical porous sensor is made of a transducer component
and a chemical or biological recognition element. The
transducer transforms each physical, chemical, or biochemical
interaction into an optical signal that finally will be converted
into electrical form for further analog and digital processing.
When molecules are adsorbed on the internal pore walls of the
PS microcavity, a change in the reflectivity/transmission
spectrum is observed. The adsorption of molecules induces
an increase in the average refractive index of the layers, thereby
shifting the spectral response toward longer wavelengths.
There is a linear relationship between the red shift of the
interference peaks and the reflective index of the analyte.23

Chemical (functional groups) or biological recognition
elements (DNA single strands, enzymes, proteins,24 antibodies,
antigens, etc.25) are coupled with the transducer matrix. While
the design and fabrication of the porous Si-based PBG
transducer establishes the main sensor sensitivity, the chemical
or bio-functionalization is considered a recognition element of
the sensor and defines the analyte selectivity.26,27 The response
of a PS-based microcavity can be recorded at the end of
transient processes (steady-state mode) or monitored in real-
time before, during, and after exposure (dynamic mode) to
investigate the kinetics of adsorption/desorption processes.28

Porous Si-based microcavities are promising for the
fabrication of complex sensor systems such as the electronic
tongue29 and electronic nose.30,31 They can also be included in
a multisensory system32,33 that generally consists of a 1D/2D/

3D array of separate sensors or a multiparametric system on a
single chip34 with coordinate dependence of sensor parame-
ters.35,36 Electronic tongue/nose systems are used for the
classification of clinical and food samples.32,33 The complex N-
dimensional sensor response37 is considered as a pattern of
smell or taste and processed with pattern recognition systems
with artificial neural networks.38 In recent years, the studies of
porous sensor structures to detect viruses35,39,40 and
bacteria41,42 have been actively conducted and the develop-
ment of electronic tongue/nose sensor systems is propitious
for this field of applications.
The novelty of this article consists of comprehensive analysis

of a 1D PC sensor based on PS with a microcavity to explore
ways to increase the sensitivity of the sensor while ensuring the
detectability of the microcavity as the primary feature of the
spectral response of the sensor is not compromised. The
optical sensing structure with parameter λc and/or [nL nH]
along one or two axes of the device can be considered as an
electronic tongue/nose with a response-forming analyte-
specific pattern that could be used for recognition with neural
network-based machine learning systems. The time depend-
ence of the analyte response pattern is envisioned as a way to
improve sensor recognition and selectivity. The suggested
methods provide a route to fabricate the porous microcavity as
an effective universal optical transducer that can be chemically
or biochemically functionalized for a specific analyte. PS
possesses several advantages that make it an excellent material
for manufacturing optical sensors. First, it enables the
fabrication of porous PCs, utilizing inexpensive electrochemical
etching technology. Second, it is compatible with the existing
silicon technology, making it an attractive choice for
developing optical sensor structures that can operate both
independently and as a host for immobilizing chemical or
biological recognition elements. Thus, PS offers a highly
versatile and cost-effective platform for developing optical
sensors with various functionalities.
The objective of motivation for this work is to propose a

comprehensive study of the PS-based microcavity structure as
a basic transducer before the next chemical and biochemical
functionalization for the purpose of increasing the sensitivity
and detectability of the sensor response. Section 2 describes
the design and results of simulation of the structure for a wide
range of parameters. Section 3 highlights the fabrication
process and the experimental setup developed to control, in
real-time, the modification of the spectral response of the PBG

Figure 1. (a) Schematic refractive index profile of the microcavity and (b) dependence of the reflectance spectra of the microcavity calculated for
pores filled with air and ethanol (λ0(air) = 500 nm, Nbilayer = 4, nH = 2.44, nL = 1.54, construction n n n n n n( ) ( )N N

H L H L H Si
bi layer bi layer ).
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sensing device. Finally, in Section 4, the experimental results
are reported and discussed.

2. SAMPLES AND SIMULATION OF REFLECTANCE
SPECTRA

2.1. Design of the Photonic Structure. The optical
microcavity is made of a pair of symmetrical multilayer BMs,
separated by a spacer or “defect” layer (Figure 1a). The BM is
a sequence of alternative layers with high (nH) and low (nL)
refractive indexes. The optical thickness of each BM layer
satisfies the relation nH × LH = nL × LL = λ0/4, where LH and
LL are the physical thicknesses of layers with high and low
refractive indexes, respectively, and λ0 is the position of the
reflectance extremum. The constructive interference of the
reflected wavelengths produces a forbidden optical band which
is materialized by a high reflectance spectral region named
Bragg peak (BP).
The presence of a “defect” layer (optical thickness nS × LS ≠

λ0/4) within the DBR modifies drastically the optical response
by introducing a level of transmission inside the forbidden gap.
For a PB structure with a spacer of optical thickness λ0/2, there
is destructive interference of reflected light around λ0 that
forms the allowed optical band as a cavity at λ0 = λc on the
reflectance spectrum. The optical microcavity is described by
the refractive index profile n n n n n n( ) ( )N N

H L H L H Si
bi layer bi layer ),

where Nbilayer is the number of BM bilayers (nH nL) and nSi
is the refractive index of the silicon wafer. The “defect” layer
thickness fulfills the relation nS × LS = nH × 2LH = λ0/2. The
reflectance spectrum of the microcavity displays a narrow
optical mode inside the stop band. The penetration of analyte
molecules inside the pores of the microcavity increases the
effective refractive index of each layer and gives rise to a red
shift of the reflectance spectra. While the shift for a DBR can
be difficult to estimate, in particular for a highly reflective stop
band, non-symmetrical and noisy response and the presence of
a sharp optical transmission mode inside the PBG for a
microcavity make it more easy to track precisely the shift
induced by adsorption of species.
The spectral response of the sensor is described by the

position of cavity λc, the reflectance Rc at λc, the level of
transmission of the cavity mode Dc, and the cavity full width at
half maximum (fwhmc). The sensitivity of the sensor is
determined by the change of parameter λc. Parameters Dc, Rc,
and fwhmc drive the detectability of the cavity. The minimum
detectable fwhmc is limited by the spectral resolution of the
spectrometer/monochromator, and its value strongly depends
on the quality of the interface between layers.1 Parameters Dc
and Rc define the detectability of the cavity on the background
of side interference fringes and noisiness of the spectrum.
Filling of pores with analyte generates a shift of the cavity
mode position from λc(nair) = λc(air) = λcmin to λc(nanalyte) =
λc(analyte) = λcmax, and this wavelength range can be
considered as the sensor wavelength working range λcmin···λcmax.
The cavity divides the host BP into left λDBRL and right λDBRR

sub-peaks with a maxima of reflectance RDBRL = R(λDBRL ) and
RDBRR = R(λDBRR ), respectively, for the left and right sub-peaks.
In general, these sub-peaks can be asymmetrical: RDBRL ≠ RDBRR

and fwhmDBRL ≠ fwhmDBRR . The detectability of the cavity mode
is higher for DBR with flat and high reflectivity BP in the
wavelength range λmins = λminc − fwhmDBR

L (air)...λmaxc +
fwhmDBRR (analyte) = λmaxs . Parameters of cavity and host BP
depend on the refractive indexes of bilayers [nL nH] and the

number of bilayers Nbilayer. A high-quality factor microcavity is
preferable for sensing applications to precisely assess the cavity
mode position λc. The fwhm of DBR with a cavity is higher
compared to the fwhm of the DBR with the same total Nbilayer
and, therefore, such structures can be used as rear solar cell
reflectors to increase the adsorption length of low-energy
photons.

2.2. Simulation of Reflectance Spectra. The reflectance
spectra S(λ) were computed using the transfer matrix
method.43,44 Bruggeman approximation for the effective
medium was used to link the porosity P and the refractive
indexes of the DBR with pores filled with air and analyte.4

Simulations were performed for two nanocomposites (silicon-
air and silicon-analyte). Pores were considered as completely
filled with the analyte. Fresh fabricated microcavities without
any surface modification and functionalization were modeled
w i t h t h e f o l l ow i n g r e f r a c t i v e i n d e x p r o fi l e
n n n n n n( ) ( )N N

H L H L H Si
bi layer bi layer . Spectral dependences were

calculated for a wide range of analyte refractive indexes nanalyte,
different sets [nL nH] of bilayers, number of bilayers Nbilayer, and
for 8 fixed values of λc(air). All spectra were simulated in the
range λmin...λmax. Parameters range and steps used for
simulation are summarized at Table 1. The physical layer

thicknesses of the DBR were chosen to satisfy the condition
nH(air) × LH = nL(air) × LL = λ0(air)/4 with nH(air) > nL(air)
for all considered pairs [nL nH]. The spacer thickness follows
the relation nH × 2LH = λ0.
The parameters of the microcavity for pores filled with air or

analyte were determined from computed spectra: cavity
position λc, level of transmission of the optical mode Dc(λc),
cavity reflectance Rc(λc), fwhmc, and parameters of host BP:
fwhmDBR, RDBRL , RDBRR .
The efficiency and performance of the sensor were then

evaluated using the following expressions

=

=

S
n n

n

(analyte B) (analyte A)
(analyte B) (analyte A)

(analyte B analyte A)
(analyte B analyte A)
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(analyte B analyte A)

(analyte B analyte A)

D
c c

c

c
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Table 1. Parameters, Ranges, and Steps Used for Spectrum
Computation of the Microcavities

parameter range step

refractive index nH, nL (nH > nL) n(air) = nmin...nmax = n(Si) 0.02
refractive index of analyte
nanalyte that fills pores

1.3...1.4 0.001

cavity position λ0(air), nm 400...800 50
wavelength range, nm λmaxspec = 350...λmaxspec = 1200 1
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(analyte B analyte A)

fwhm
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c
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(1d)

2.3. Analysis of Microcavity Mode Dependence and
Sensitivity. The computed dependence of the mode shift
Δλc(nanalyte = 1.5) = λc(nanalyte = 1.5) − λc(air) on refractive
index nL and nH after complete filling of pores with nanalyte = 1.5
analyte is depicted in Figure 2 for a microcavity designed at

λc(air) = 600 nm and Nbilayer = 4. The inset in Figure 2
highlights the histogram of the number of Δλc bins with a 0.1
nm resolution step. The height of the bin bars displays the
number of elements in the bin. The shift is in the range 0...210
= Δλcmax and depends on the difference nH − nL and their
absolute values. The shift Δλc(analyte) and the sensitivity
S (analyte)

c
reach, respectively, Δλcmax(analyte) and

S (analyte)S
max

c
= 420 nm/RIU when the absolute values nL

and nH approach nmin = n(air). Sensitivity S (analyte)
c

is higher
for DBR with smaller difference nH − nL, where [nL → nH =
const] or [nL = const nH → nL].
The sensitivity is larger for structures with higher porous

layers (low refractive indexes of layers) due to a larger increase
of optical thickness LL × nL(nanalyte) and LH × nH(nanalyte)
compared to structures with low porous layers. The lower limit
of refractive indexes nL and nH is given by the process and
conditions of synthesis. The dependences of Δλc(nanalyte = 1.5)
on refractive indexes nL and nH were also computed for
different designed microcavities (λci(air) = 400, 450, 500, 550,
600, 650, 700, 750, 800 nm).

2.4. Analysis of Cavity Mode fwhm Dependence and
Sensitivity. Both the absolute values of refractive indexes [nL
nH] and the difference nH − nL define the sensitivity of the
microresonator. The precision to estimate the mode position
λc and the sensitivity S

c
is higher for a higher quality factor

with a smaller fwhmc (Figure 1b) and cavity with a clear
detectable one-point minimum. Determination of sensitivity is
complicated for a cavity with a flat bottom or local interference
peaks inside the cavity. The computed dependence of mode
cavity fwhmc and its broadening Δfwhmc(nanalyte = 1.5) =
fwhmc(nanalyte = 1.5) − fwhmc(air) on refractive index nL and
nH after complete filling of pores with nanalyte = 1.5 analyte is
depicted in Figure 3 for a microcavity set with λc(air) = 600
nm and Nbilayer = 4.
The analysis of Figure 3a shows that fwhmc is smaller for

structures with a larger nH − nL difference. For two DBRs with
the same difference nHDBR1 − nLDBR1 = nHDBR2 − nLDBR2, the cavity
mode fwhmc will be larger for DBRs with smaller absolute
values [nL nH]. There are sets [nL nH] for which the fwhmc
values of the microcavities are small and the accuracy of the
determination of microcavity shape and parameters depends
on the parameters of the used spectral measurement device.
For example, the black color isoline with fwhmc = 3 nm
(Figure 3a) outlines the [nL nH] region where fwhmc ≤3.
Penetration of analyte molecules into pores causes an increase
of the fwhmc (Figure 3b) and can reach 35 nm for λc(air) =
600 nm, Nbilayer = 4, and nanalyte = 1.5 compared to the reference
fwhmc (nair). Therefore, the mode broadening upon adsorption
of molecules should be considered when designing the final
structure.

Figure 2. Dependence of the mode shift λshiftc = λc(nanalyte = 1.5) −
λc(nair) on refractive indexes nH and nL for a microcavity filled with
nanalyte = 1.5 analyte and air (λc(air) = 600 nm, Nbilayer = 4). The inset
corresponds to the histogram of the number of λshiftc bins with a
quantization step of 0.1 nm. White lines depict λshiftc = f(nH, nL)
isolines for pores filled with analyte (nanalyte = 1.5). Black lines
represent fwhmc = f(nL, nH) isolines for pores filled with analyte
(nanalyte = 1.5).

Figure 3. (a) Mapping of the cavity mode fwhmc versus refractive indexes nL and nH for a microcavity designed at λ0(air) = 600 nm filled with
analyte (nanalyte = 1.5). The inset represents the histogram of the fwhmc bin numbers with a uniform width of fwhmc = 0.1 nm and (b) broadening
of Δfwhmc = fwhmc (nanalyte = 1.5) − fwhmc(air) with refractive indexes nL and nH for the same microcavity filled with analyte (nanalyte = 1.5) and air.
The inset corresponds to the histogram of Δfwhmc bin numbers with a quantization step of 0.1 nm.
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2.5. Dependence of Cavity Depth. The parameters of
cavity depth Dc depend on [nL nH], Nbilayer, and λc. The cavity
depth influences directly the accuracy to assess λc(analyte). A
mode cavity with a higher transmission depth is easier to
detect within the stop band despite the presence of side
interference peaks. This is an important consideration in
systems for automatic tracking of cavity mode position. The
cavity splits host BP into left and right sub-BP (BPL, BPR) with
maximum reflectivities R(λBPL ) and R(λBPR ) at λBPL and λBPR ,
respectively (Figure 1b). For an asymmetrical host BP with
R(λBPR ) ≠ R(λBPR ), the base line for cavity depth Dc
determination is defined as (R(λBPR ) + R(λBPR ))/2.
There is a wide range of [nL nH] parameters for which Dc =

const = 60% (Figure 4a) and is independent of [nL nH]. For
microcavities with [nL → nH → nL], the cavity depth Dc
decreases. Penetration of analytes with nanalyte = 1.5 into pores
induces a maximum decrease of ΔDc to −44%. The maximum
ΔDc is −15% for the fabricated, in the article, structure [nLmin =
1.5 nHmax = 2.55] with maximum difference nHmax − nHmin that
could be obtained for the chosen type of wafer and
technological process.

2.6. Dependence of Cavity R. The absolute reflectance Rc
at λc(analyte) is the parameter that can be directly collected
with a detector (Figure 1b). For highly reflective DBR: R(λBPL )
= R(λBPR ) = 100%, there is the equality Rc (analyte) + Dc
(analyte) = 100%. For other configurations, Dc = (R(λBPL ) +
R(λBPR ))/2 − Rc. The absolute reflectance of the mode

Rc(nanalyte = 1.5) and ΔRc = Rc(nanalyte = 1.5) − Rc(nair) are
almost independent of [nL nH] in the range nLmin = 1.5...nHmax =
2.55 and increase for [nL → nLmin nH → nHmax] (Figure 5a,b,
respectively). Increasing of nH − nL causes a decrease of the
fwhmc. However, there are [nL nH]max sets for which the
accuracy to determine the microcavity parameters is limited by
the spectral resolution of the spectrophotometer and can result
in an increase of Rc. Discrete step of wavelength (Table 1) in
the simulation of reflection spectra of the microcavity also
imposes restrictions on the precision of determining the shape
and parameters of the cavity mode.

2.7. Dependence of BP fwhmBP. The microcavity with
Rc(λ0) is determined against the flat top of the host peak
consisting of two sub-peaks RDBRL > Rc and RDBRR > Rc(Figure
1b). The detectability of the mode is higher for a wider stop
band (larger fwhmBP) due to the increased spatial separation of
the mode from the near side interference peaks, which is
important in computer recognition of the mode and its
parameters. The microresonator has a larger fwhmBP compared
to the same structure without a defect-layer DBR.45 Values of
fwhmBP lie in the range 100...700 nm for DBR with λc(air) =
600 nm and Nbilayer = 4 (Figure 6a). Increasing the difference
nH − nL leads to the increase of the fwhmBP and the fwhmc but
simultaneously a decrease of the DBR sensitivity (Figure 2b).

2.8. Dependence of Cavity fwhm on the Number of
Bilayers Nbilayers. The dependence of the DBR cavity fwhmc
(nanalyte) on the number of bilayers Nbilayers = Nbi for a structure

Figure 4. (a) Mapping of the cavity depth Dc versus refractive indexes nL and nH for a microcavity designed at λc(air) = 600 nm. The inset
represents the histogram of the Dc bin numbers with a uniform width of Dc = 0.1% and (b) changing of ΔDc = Dc(nanalyte = 1.5) − Dc(air) with
refractive indexes nL and nH for the same structure filled with analyte (nanalyte = 1.5) and air. The inset corresponds to the histogram of ΔDc bin
numbers with a quantization step of 0.1%.

Figure 5. (a) Mapping of the cavity reflection Rc versus refractive indexes nL and nH for a microcavity filled with analyte (nanalyte = 1.5) and design at
λc(air) = 600 nm. The inset represents the histogram of the Rc bin numbers with a uniform reflection of Rc = 0.1% and (b) changing of ΔRc =
Rc(nanalyte = 1.5) − Rc(air) with refractive indexes nL and nH for the same microcavity filled with analyte (nanalyte = 1.5) and air. The inset
corresponds to the histogram of ΔRc bin numbers with a quantization step of 0.1%.
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with the profile n n n n n n( ) ( )N N
H L H L H Si

bi layer bi layer was simulated
for microresonators with [nL = 1.6 nH = 2.3] and cavity
positions λc(air) = 500, 550, 600, 650, 700, 750, 800 nm
(Figure 7). Analytes with minimum nanalyte = nair = 1 and

maximum nanalyte = 1.5 refractive indexes were used to compute
spectral dependencies. The fwhmc decreases with increasing
number of Nbilayers. The fwhmc of microcavities designed with a
cavity mode λc in the “red” spectral region is larger compared
to structures with λc in the “blue” spectral region.
For Nbilayers = 5, the difference fwhmc (λc = 800 nm) −

fwhmc (λc = 500 nm) = 3.9 nm decreases with increasing
Nbilayers. The increase of the fwhmc for microcavities designed
at longer wavelength regions can be compensated by increasing
the number of bilayers. The dashed line A depicts that fwhmc

(λc = 500 nm, Nbilayers = 5) ≃ fwhmc (λc = 800 nm, Nbilayers = 6)
for pores filled with analyte (nanalyte = 1.5).

3. FABRICATION PROCESS AND EXPERIMENTAL
SETUP

3.1. Fabrication Process. 27 microcavities were fabricated
with refractive index profiles n n n n n n( ) ( )N N

H L H L H Si
bi layer bi layer for

different λc, Nbilayer, and sets [nL nH] depicted in Table 2.
Monolithic PSi microcavities were prepared by electrochemical
anodization of highly doped p-type c-Si wafers (boron-doped,
orientation <100>, resistivity ∼15 mΩ·cm) in a mixed solution
of HF acid (35%) and ethanol. The roughness between the
layers alters the spectral response of the Fabry−Perot cavity,
and the enhancement of light scattering at interfaces induces a
low reflectance value. Therefore, the electrolyte temperature
was maintained at −40 °C to decrease the etching rate and
achieve a high repeatability for the duration of the reaction in
order to reduce the roughness of the surface interface. Also, the
application of an etch-stop etching method1 increased the
homogeneity of the electrolyte and, as a result, the
homogeneity of porosity of each layer. A computer-driven
electrical current source Keithley 2401 was used to build a
“step”-like current profile to modulate in depth the refractive
index profile of the microresonators, so precise control over
electrical current and etching time was achieved. The
microcavities consisted of a low porosity half-wavelength
defect sandwiched between two DBRs made of a series of
quarter-wavelength high/low porosity bilayers. The values of
single-layer porosities and thicknesses were estimated from the
fitting of reflectance spectra in the range of 200−1100 nm and
SEM thickness measurements. These estimated values allow
the design of 1D PSi PCs, which were experimentally obtained
by alternating the two different current densities during the
anodization process. Samples were finally rinsed several times
with ethanol and dried under nitrogen flow.
Scanning electron microscopy photo of the DBR profile (λc

= 722 nm, Nbilayer = 4, [nL nH] = [1.65 2.55]) is depicted in
Figure 8a. The cavity widths Lc = 2LH were determined from
SEM images and are depicted in Table 3. The obtained
parameters of the layers correspond to the designed parameters
due to etching at an electrolyte temperature of −40 °C, which
made it possible to reduce the etching rate and, as a result,
accurately control the thickness of the layers.

3.2. Experimental Setup. Experimental reflectance
spectra were obtained using the setup depicted in Figure 8b.
A light source (Thorlabs OSL2) with a 150 W halogen lamp
was used to illuminate samples through a reflection bundle
fiber RP20 (fiber core diameter: 200 mm). Reflected spectra
were acquired with a Thorlabs CCS200 charge-coupled device
(CCD)-based spectrometer (wavelength range 200−1000 nm,
integration time 10 μs to 60 s, 200 scans/s). A volume of 4 mL
of ethanol was deposited on the sample surface using an

Figure 6. (a) Mapping of the BP fwhmBP versus refractive indexes nL
and nH for a microcavity designed at λc(air) = 600 nm and filled with
air (nair). The inset represents the histogram of the fwhmBP bin
numbers with a uniform reflection of fwhmBP = 0.1 nm.

Figure 7. Dependence of the mode cavity fwhmc (nanalyte) on number
of bilayers Nbilayers for DBR cavity positions λc(air) = 500, 550, 600,
650, 700, 750, 800 nm for pores filled with air and analyte with nanalyte
= 1.5. Refractive indexes of layers are [nL = 1.6 nH = 2.3].

Table 2. Parameters of Fabricated Porous DBRs
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Figure 8. a) Scanning electron microscopy photo of DBR profile (λc = 722 nm, Nbilayer = 4, [nL nH] = [1.65 2.55]) and (b) experimental setup for
measuring samples’ reflectance spectra using a reflection probe and CCD-based spectrometer (Thorlabs CCS200).

Table 3. Microcavity Width Lc

Nbilayer = 4

[nL nH] = [1.65 2.12] [nL nH] = [1.65 2.55] [nL nH] = [2.12 2.55]

Lc, nm Lc, nm Lc, nm

λc, nm 622 148 122 123
λc, nm 722 170 140 141
λc, nm 822 194 160 162

Figure 9. Experimental reflectance spectra for (a) microcavities with [nL nH] refractive indexes sets [1.65 2.12], [1.65 2.55], and [2.12 2.55] and
Nbilayer = 4, λc = 722 nm and (b) DBRs with λc = 522, 622, and 722 nm and Nbi = 4, [nL nH] = [1.65 2.55].

Figure 10. Dependence of microcavity sensitivity Sc (a) and fwhmc(analyte) (b) on λc(air) for sets [nL nH]: [1.65 2.12], [1.65 2.55], and [2.12
2.55].
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Eppendorf pipette dispenser. The complete restoration of
sensor spectral characteristics after full desorption of analyte
from pores was controlled and verified with the CCD-
spectrometer. An additional nitrogen purge was used to
clean the pores from possible analyte residues before
subsequent measurements.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The dependence of reflectance spectra Rc on the wavelength of
microcavities with diverse refractive indexes nH − nL layer
differences, and distinct absolute values of [nL nH] is depicted
in Figure 9a. The other parameters of the structures were
identical: Nbilayer = 4, λc(air) = 722 nm. The dependences of
reflectance spectra Rc on cavity mode position λc(air) for pores
filled with air is detailed in Figure 9b for DBRs with [nL = 1.65
nH = 2.12]. The dependences of the microresonator sensitivity
Sc and fwhmc on [nL nH] and λc(air) are displayed in Figure
10a,b, respectively, for Nbilayer = 4. The sensitivity Sc increases
for microcavities designed at longer wavelengths: Sc(λc(air) =
722 nm))/Sc(λc(air) = 522 nm)) = 1.57 for DBRs with [nL nH]
= [1.65 2.12] and Sc(λc(air) = 722 nm))/Sc(λc(air) = 522
nm)) = 1.56 for microcavities with [nL nH] = [2.12 2.55].
Sensitivity Sc is higher for DBRs with higher porosity layers
and accordingly absolute refractive indexes [nL nH] and
difference nH − nL goes to minimum values. DBRs with a
larger difference nH − nL have higher values of reflectance
intensity: R(λBPL ) → 100% and R(λBPR ) → 100% and steeper BP
edges. Increasing of nH − nL also decreases the fwhmc (Figure
10b) and improves the detectability of the cavity mode.
Decreasing fwhmc changes the detectable shape and
parameters of the cavity mode due to a limitation of the
spectral resolution: Rc increases and Dc decreases. The fwhmc
is weakly dependent on λc for DBR with a high refractive
difference: fwhmc2(λc = 722 nm) − fwhmc2(λc = 522 nm) = 5.8
nm for DBR with nH − nL = 0.89 contrary to fwhmc1(λc = 722
nm) − fwhmc1(λc = 522 nm) = 40.3 nm for DBR with nH − nL
= 0.46. DBRs with the highest experimental refractive index
contrast have the minimum fwhmc regardless of having the
maximum sensitivity and λc: Sc1(ΔnLH = 0.46)/Sc2(ΔnLH =
0.89) = 1.7 for λc = 522 nm.
Experimental reflectance spectra of microcavities with a

number of bilayers Nbilayer = 4, 6, 8 is depicted in Figure 11a (λc
= 622 nm, [nL nH] = [1.65 2.55]). The dependence of the
fwhmc on the number of bilayers Nbi is illustrated in Figure 11b
for λc = 622 nm and sets [nL nH]: [1.65 2.12], [1.65 2.55], and

[2.12 2.55]. The fwhmc is smaller for DBRs with a larger
number of Nbilayer for any sets of refractive index: fwhmc(Nbi =
4) > fwhmc(Nbi = 6) > fwhmc(Nbi = 8). For the micro-
resonator with the largest refractive index contrast ([nL nH] =
[1.65 2.55]) Δfwhmc = fwhmc(Nbi = 4) − fwhmc(Nbi = 8) =
18.1 nm. The fwhmc is also smaller and the determination of
the cavity mode position is less accurate. On the contrary, the
sensitivity Sc is improved for structures with high porosity
layers [nL → nair nH →nair] and lower refractive index contrast.
The precision in the determination of fwhmc depends on the
spectral resolution of the detection device, the integration time,
and the noisiness of the spectrum. Also, the reflectance
intensity R(λBP) increases when the number of bilayers
increases (Figure 11a). The dotted line C in Figure 11b
indicates that the desired value fwhmc can be obtained by
varying Nbilayer or [nL nH]. This allows one to select the
appropriate fabricating parameters to tune fwhmc.

4.1. Kinetics of Reflectance Spectra. The kinetics of
adsorption/desorption processes of analyte molecules after
deposition on the microcavity surface was investigated. The
clear signature of the optical mode of the microcavity within
the stop-band allowed us to clearly track and determine the
shift due to the change of the bilayer effective refractive indexes
and induced by adsorption and desorption processes of analyte
molecules into/out of pores (Figure 12). The kinetics of
reflection spectra in general and the kinetics of the cavity mode
position, in particular, are analyte-specific and are dependent

Figure 11. (a) Experimental reflectance spectra of microcavities with [nL nH] = [1.65 2.55] for Nbilayer = 4, 6, 8 and λc(air) = 622 nm and (b)
dependence of fwhmc (air) on Nbilayer for structures with set [nL nH]: [1.65 2.12], [1.65 2.55], [2.12 2.55].

Figure 12. Dependence of reflectance spectra of a microcavity on
time after ethanol deposition. Parameters of the structure are λc = 622
nm, Nbi = 4, [nL nH] = [1.65 2.55].
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on pore morphology, the interaction of analyte molecules with
pores walls and with each other, the properties of the analyte,
and capillary effects.46−48 The typical time dependence of
reflectance spectra of a microcavity after ethanol (96%)
deposition on the surface at moment tdep is illustrated in Figure
12 (parameters are λc = 622 nm, Nbi = 4, [nL nH] = [1.65
2.55]). The red shift of the cavity mode position is observed
from λc(air) to λc(C2H5OH) after deposition of the liquid
analyte on the sample surface at tdep and completion of the
adsorption of the analyte into the pores. The evaporation of
the liquid analyte layer from the surface continues from tevstart till
tevend. In this time interval λc(C2H5OH) = const. Desorption of
analyte molecules from pores starts at tevend = tdesstart and completes
at tdesend, when λc(tdesend) ≃ λc(tdep) = λc(air). Due to physical and
chemical adsorption of analyte molecules into pore walls and
the presence of analyte vapor in pores, λc(tdesend) cannot return
completely to λc(air): λc(tdesend) ≥ λc(air). The accuracy in
determining the cavity mode position is much better compared
to a single DBR due to a smaller dependence of the BP shape
on the analyte desorption processes from the pores.
Time dependence of the cavity mode shift λcshift =

λc(ethanol) − λc(air) and the fwhmc after deposition of liquid
analyte on the surface for different sets [nL nH] are displayed in
Figure 13a,b, respectively. The shift λcshift (Figure 13a) and the
corresponding sensitivity Sc (Figure 10a) are proportional to
the total porosity Pmicrocavity ([nL nH]) = f([nL nH]) of the
structure: with Pmicrocavity1([1.65 2.12]) > Pmicrocavity2([1.65
2.55]) > Pmicrocavity3([2.12 2.55]), Sc1 > Sc2 > Sc3. Also, the time

of analyte evaporation from the surface of i-microcavity tev i =
tev iend − tev istart is proportional to Pmicrocavity:tev1(Pmicrocavity1) >
tev2(Pmicrocavity2) > tev3(Pmicrocavity3). Since the same volume of
analyte was deposited on the surface of the microcavities and
the thicknesses LL and LH (λc = const) of the mirror layers
were the same, the authors believe that the obtained
dependences of tev on PDBR can be explained by the complex
action of parallel processes such as physical adsorption of
analyte molecules on pore walls after pore filling, desorption,
and re-absorption of analyte molecules from vapor phase. The
internal pore area surface covered with analyte molecules is
larger for structures with smaller [nL nH], and correspondingly
time tdes = tdes i = tdes iend − tdes istart to escape from pores is larger:
tdes1(Pmicrocavity1) > tdes2(Pmicrocavity2) > tdes3(Pmicrocavity3). The
spectrum does not undergo any distortion within the time
range tdesstart...tdesend, and therefore an accurate assessment of its
parameters can be done. The observed blue shift of the optical
cavity mode (Figures 12 and 13a) is a direct consequence of
the uniform decreasing of the effective refractive indexes of
each layer nL and nH along the pore axis due to polydesorption
of the analyte from the pore walls. The results of simulation49

confirm this mechanism of desorption.
The time dependences of the cavity mode shift λcshift =

λc(ethanol) − λc(air) and the fwhmc after deposition of liquid
analyte on the surface for microcavities designed at λc = 522,
622, and 722 nm are depicted in Figure 14a,b, respectively.
The parameters of the structures are Nbi = 4, [nL nH] = [1.65
2.55]. The shift λcshift, the sensitivity Sc, and the fwhmc are

Figure 13. Dependence of the cavity mode position shift λcshift (a) and fwhmc (b) on time after ethanol (96%) deposition on the surface for layer
parameters [nL nH]: [1.65 2.12], [1.65 2.55], and [2.12 2.55]. Microcavity parameters are λc(air) = 722 nm, Nbilayer = 4.

Figure 14. Dependence of cavity mode position shift λcshift (a) and fwhmc (b) on time after ethanol (96%) deposition on the surface for
microcavities designed at λc = 522, 622, and 722 nm. Sample parameters are Nbilayer = 4, [nL nH] = [1.65 2.55].
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proportional to λc(air). The time of desorption of analyte
molecules from pores is proportional to λc due to an increase
of the total volume of the pores: tdes1(λc = 722 nm) > tdes2(λc =
622 nm) > tdes3(λc = 522 nm). Microcavities designed at longer
wavelength display an increased recovery time but also a longer
desorption process time. The time dependence of the cavity
mode position on desorption can be exploited as an additional
sensor parameter to discriminate analytes.
The time dependences of cavity mode shift λcshift =

λc(ethanol) − λc(air) and fwhmc after deposition of liquid
analyte on the surface for microcavities with Nbi = 4, 6, and 8
are depicted in Figure 15a,b, respectively. The other
parameters of the sensors are the same: λc = 622 nm, [nL
nH] = [1.65 2.55]. Increasing the number of bilayers increases
the total internal volume of pores and as a result the desorption
time of analyte molecules from pores: tdes3(Nbi = 8) > tdes2(Nbi
= 6) > tdes1(Nbi = 4). DBRs with larger number of Nbi have
smaller fwhmc(air) and Δfwhmc = fwhmc(analyte) −
fwhmc(air): fwhmc3(Nbi = 8) < fwhmc1(Nbi = 4) and
Δfwhmc3(Nbi = 8) < Δfwhmc1(Nbi = 4). The sensitivity of Sc
does not depend on Nbi.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Reflectance spectra of porous Si-based microcavities were
computed by the transfer matrix method for all sets [nL nH] of
bilayer refractive indexes [1.3≤ nL < nH ≤ 1.4], for structures
designed at λc = 400...800 nm, and for DBRs with number of
bilayers Nbi = 3...8. The dependence of sensing parameters as
cavity position λc, sensitivity Sc, fwhmc, Rc(λc), Dc(λc), and
fwhmBP on parameters of the optical sensing structure before
and after adsorption of analyte molecules into pores were
obtained and analyzed. The sensitivity Sc and the fwhmc of the
microcavity are larger for structures with higher absolute values
of porosity and accordingly with lower refractive indexes of
bilayers (λc = 722 nm): Sc([nL nH] = [1.65 2.12])/Sc([nL nH] =
[2.1 2.3]) = 1.76, fwhmc([nL nH] = [1.65 2.12])/fwhmc([nL
nH] = [2.1 2.3]) = 2.13. The sensitivity Sc is also higher for
structures with initial λc(air) at longer wavelength regions:
Sc(λc(air) = 722 nm))/Sc(λc(air) = 522 nm)) = 1.57 for the
optical sensing device with [nL nH] = [1.65 2.12]. The fwhmc
decreases with the increase of Nbi and can be tuned to improve
the detectability of the cavity position λc without impacting Sc
fwhmc (Nbi = 8)/fwhmc(Nbi = 4) = 0.53 for [nL nH] = [1.65
2.12]. The kinetics of adsorption/desorption processes of pure
ethanol were experimentally investigated for different DBR sets

[nL nH], λc, and Nbi. The sensor relaxation time is shorter for
structures with a lower total volume of pores and with a shorter
bilayer thickness, a lower number of bilayers, and a higher
refractive index contrast of bilayers.
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